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Understanding the 5 Big Power Moves… 

 

Before we dig in, I want you to know this report might call into question some things 

you’ve come to accept about what it means to have “good pitching mechanics.” It’s 

why I’ve included examples of hard-throwing big league pitchers demonstrating each 

move… But I get it, it’s natural to be skeptical. And I always welcome and encourage 

questions – It’s how we grow! So with that understanding, here are some questions I’d 

ask you to keep in mind as you work your way through this report: 

 

 Why might MOVING well through positions be far more important than 

just getting to those positions? 

 What does “Good Balance” in your pitching delivery really mean? 

 Why would a high-velocity pitcher let his back leg bend as he moves 

down the mound? 

 When does “Proper Alignment” to home plate really matter and why 

might getting there too early actually work against you? 

 Is the pitching delivery Linear or Rotational… or could it be BOTH? 

 

First off, it’s important to note that my views on pitching mechanics have been shaped 

by the work of some of the best pitching minds in the game (I’ll be sure to give credit 

where it’s due in the back of this guide). That said, I’ve also personally been in a pretty 

unique situation… Between BetterPitching.com and the Ballistic Pitching Blueprint, I 

get videos of aspiring pitchers sent to me for motion analysis on a regular basis. 

 

So over the years, I’ve spent literally hundreds of hours analyzing video in addition to 

the hands-on work I do with pitchers here at the facility… And when you go through 

that process, seeing so many different pitchers, at all different levels of development, 

you start keying in on the Big Trends, the common traits… Again and again, you see 

the same big differences between elite pitchers and the average amateur pitcher. 

 

Sure, it’s true that no two pitchers are exactly alike (it’s why I’m not a fan of a “cookie 

cutter” approach to pitching mechanics). And it’s funny, you can analyze mechanics 

7,563 different ways if you want to… but that does the pitcher (and the coach) 

absolutely ZERO good. See, what I’ve found is, if you’re looking to maximize 

power, it really boils down to these 5 Power Moves… It’s where high-velocity 

pitchers separate themselves from 90% of the pitching population. Now, it’s not about 

“copying” someone else’s mechanics, but it starts with understanding these moves… 

That’s Step One. Then it’s about developing these moves and making them your own! 

 

Okay, let’s get started! Power Move #1… The Big Shift. 
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Power Move #1: The Big Shift 
 

The Big Shift, or “Early Momentum”, refers to the initial load-up in your pitching delivery, 

and it’s where most low-velocity pitchers miss a huge opportunity to generate more power 

in their motion. I call it the “Big Shift”, but it’s really a very subtle move… that said, it 

has a BIG impact on how well you get your body into your pithing delivery. 

 

Nothing kills momentum and power more than stopping, getting to a “balance point” and 

stalling out over your back foot. Instead, power pitchers get gathered while initiating 

momentum towards home plate with an early weight shift. Your velocity is directly related 

to how powerfully you move your body down the mound. You can think of this early shift 

as a sort of head start where you let momentum build while you get gathered and loaded.  

 
Some Keys for Performing Power Move #1: 

 Strong and stable through the back leg and foot 

 Initiate Early Weight Shift to home plate (hips lead, lift leg stays behind) 

 Weight shift before hand-break (not a must, but a good rule of thumb) 
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Power Move #2: The Back-Side Power Engager 
 

The Back-Side Power Engager, or what you can think of as “Sitting into Your 

Stride”, is HANDS DOWN the biggest area of confusion and misunderstanding when 

it comes to what it means to have “good pitching mechanics”.  And, not coincidentally, 

it’s one of the biggest separators between high-velocity pitchers and most amateurs.  

 

Often, what you see with pitchers who focus on “staying tall” or not “collapsing the 

back leg” is guys who are stiff or passive with the back side… you get a pitcher with 

a slow stride completely devoid of speed and power. It’s the number one culprit of 

“throwing-all-arm” syndrome, or being upper-half dominant… These pitchers 

never engage the strongest muscles they’ve got… and they end up stuck in first gear!  

 

If you’re looking for the #1 Secret to unlocking velocity in your pitching motion, this 

is it. And if you pay attention, you’ll start to notice that each and every high-velocity 

big league pitcher taps into the Back-Side Power Engager early in their stride after 

initiating momentum to home plate.  

 
Some Keys for Performing Power Move #2: 

 “Get Heavy Early”… feel your weight through your back leg and foot 

 “Sit into your stride”… imagine a stool/chair 2-3 ft. down the mound  

(note: this means having some flexion in the back leg) 

 Think “first dip on a roller coaster”… sit back and ride your back leg 

Note each pitcher above stays loaded and closed, peering over their glove side shoulder.  
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Power Move #3: The Counter-Balance                      

& Loaded Stride 
 

The tendency of a lot of amateur pitchers is to swing the lead leg open and 

raise the throwing arm early as they come out of their leg lift… Probably because so 

many are taught to get the arms up or get to a “T” or “goalpost” in line with home 

plate. Which is very interesting indeed, because what you typically see with high-

velocity pitchers is totally different… Instead, they stay loaded and closed in their 

stride. You’ll often see the glove arm and lead leg out in front a bit (towards 3rd base 

for a righty). 

 

This is the Counter-Balance. It allows them to sit back more into their stride. Sure, 

you want to maintain good direction to home plate (your “driveline,” if you will). But 

that’s more about getting your body (your center of gravity) moving powerfully in that 

direction… Staying loaded and closed (without over-rotating to 2nd base) is a whole 

lot more powerful than having perfect alignment to home plate with your shoulders.  
 

Want more powerful Hip to Shoulder Separation?? This is how you get there.  

 

Some Keys for Performing Power Move #3: 

 Don’t be in a rush to get the arm up (let power build) 

 The glove arm and front leg can act as a counter-balance you can use for 

leverage, helping you get deeper in your stride 

 Stay closed and loaded in your stride for powerful, late trunk rotation 

As these pitchers unwind in their stride, it leads right to the next Power Move...  
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Power Move #4: The Lower-Half Unwind  

Into Front Foot Plant 
 

If you’ve ever done even a little digging on how to increase velocity, you’ve 

probably encountered the concept of Hip to Shoulder Separation. Heck, you’re 

probably convinced it’s the Secret Weapon you’ve been looking for, the magic bullet! 

Well, I hate to be the bearer of bad news… But while hip to shoulder separation does 

matter and is something you often see in high-velocity pitchers, HOW you get there 

and how you MOVE through it is far more important! 

 

This is where shoulder alignment to home plate really matters… The hardest throwing 

pitchers in the game unload late, or “unwind” their lower half just as they move into 

front foot plant. They don’t open early and “reach out” towards home plate. Again, 

that leads to being upper-half dominant. The back leg and hip are the drivers here.  

 

Some Keys for Performing Power Move #4: 

 Unwind late into landing; belt buckle towards home plate, shoulders closed 

(lined up to home plate) 

 Back hip above front hip at landing for more powerful transfer 

 Throwing arm arrives cocked and ready for launch 

 Feel a stretch across your chest, arching upper back for greater whip 

 

This transition (unwind) from back to front leads into the final Power Move… 
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Power Move #5: The Stabilize & Launch Sequence 
 

Everything you’ve done to generate power in the previous four moves is 

meaningless if you fall apart at the end of your delivery. High-velocity pitchers are 

able to stabilize and accept force with the front side, sending it up the kinetic chain. 

Once that front foot hits and the front side firms up, they powerfully rotate and catapult 

through ball release.  

 

Key point: the front leg does NOT need to lock out and extend completely, but it 

should stabilize and not collapse over the toes or leak out to the glove side. The glove 

arm, meanwhile, is active and dynamic here, and the pitcher can use it for 

leverage. It should actively firm up (not pull back or drop) into ball release. 

 

As they stabilize the front side, elite pitchers powerfully catapult and rotate around 

these two pivots (front leg/hip and glove-arm elbow) for maximum velocity… Plus a 

nice side bonus! By getting through completely with their hips and trunk, they 

decelerate more efficiently, reducing stress on the arm.  
 

Some Keys for Performing Power Move #5: 

 Dynamic glove arm; firms up through ball release (without blocking off) 

 Stabilize with the front foot and knee (good connection with the ground) 

 Powerfully rotate and catapult around a strong front leg and hip 

 Finish all the way through with the hips and trunk (for maximum power and 

efficient deceleration) 

Now that we’ve reviewed the 5 Power Moves of High-Velocity Pitchers, just remember… 

It’s not about getting to positions… It’s how powerfully you MOVE through them. 

 


